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A B S T R A C T

Melt pool monitoring (MPM) is a technique used in laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) to extract features from in-
situ sensor signals that correlate to defect formation or general part fabrication quality. Various melt pool
phenomena have been shown to relate to measured transient absorption of the laser energy, which in turn, can
be relatable to the melt pool emission measured in MPM systems. This paper describes use of a reflectometer-
based instrument to measure the dynamic laser energy absorption during single-line laser scans. Scans are
conducted on bare metal and single powder layer of nickel alloy 625 (IN625) at a range of laser powers. In
addition, a photodetector aligned co-axially with the laser, often found in commercial LPBF monitoring systems,
synchronously measured of the incandescent emission from the melt pool with the dynamic laser absorption.
Relationships between the dynamic laser absorption, co-axial MPM, and surface features on the tracks are ob-
served, providing illustration of the melt pool dynamics that formed these features. Time-integrated measure-
ments of laser absorption are shown to correlate well with MPM signal, as well as indicate the transition between
conduction and keyhole mode. This transition is corroborated by metallographic cross-section measurement, as
well as topographic measurements of the solidified tracks. Ultimately, this paper exemplifies the utility of dy-
namic laser absorption measurements to inform both the physical nature of the melt pool dynamics, as well as
interpretation of process monitoring signals.

1. Introduction

The metal additive manufacturing (AM) process is experiencing
growing adoption in the manufacturing sector. There is also a wide-
spread, parallel research and development (R&D) effort to better un-
derstand the physics of various AM processes with hopes to improve
throughput, cost, and quality of AM parts. Laser powder bed fusion
(LPBF) is one such process receiving much R&D attention, with much
focus on the laser-induced melt pool physics and energy transport
mechanisms [1–4]. Better physical understanding of these mechanisms
can inform and advance multiphysics simulations, process parameter
selection, new alloy development, or in-situ process monitoring, all of
which aim to reduce economic barriers to more widespread adoption of
LPBF in manufacturing environments. This paper aims to demonstrate
how measurement of the LPBF laser power absorption can be correlated
to LPBF process monitoring instrument signals, and as a result,

elucidate the physical sources of those signals. In turn, this can lead to
improved signal or data processing and interpretation.

1.1. Reflected and Absorbed Laser Power

Considering a control volume that encompasses the entirety of the
liquid melt pool and heat affected zone, the total input laser energy, Pin,
can be assumed to be either absorbed into the control volume, or re-
flected off the surface (Pref) as light energy at the laser wavelength:

Pin = Pabs + Pref (1)

Here, Pabs includes all forms of energy conversion from the laser energy
source that is not reflected, and can be further divided in to various
other factors including: thermal conduction into the substrate, ab-
sorption of laser energy via the plume, latent heats of fusion or va-
porization, mass loss and transfer through vaporization or particle
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ejecta, radiative or convective heat loss, or heat transport within the
melt pool through fluid convection. Simonds et al. reviewed in detail
the many possible modes of energy transport in stationary keyhole
welding [5]. For a particular material and scanned laser conditions
occurring in LPBF, the relative proportion or influence of these factors
will vary [6,7], and physically manifest into variations of melt pool
geometry, morphology, and flow behavior, in addition phenomena
external to the melt pool such as plume dynamics, particle ejecta or
powder denudation [8,9]. Foremost, this melt pool behavior varies with
the basic scan parameters, namely the laser power, scan speed, and
laser spot size. Beyond the relative variation of subcomponents of Pabs
(which are not investigated in this paper, but are highlighted in similar
work [10,11]) the total value Pabs will also depend on these basic
parameters and be indicative of the melt pool formation and mor-
phology. Therefore, for a known Pin, and measured Pref, the total Pabs
can also be known, and both Pref and Pabs can provide information on
the melt pool dynamics.

1.2. Melt Pool Morphology

The shape of the melt pool relates to thermal gradients and cooling
rates at the solidification boundary, which influence size and shape of
grains that grow epitaxially and parallel to the temperature gradient
[12,13]. Apart from relating to the thermal gradients and cooling rates
that drive solidification microstructure evolution, the melt pool shape
and morphology can also distinguish the ‘quality’ of individual or ad-
jacent scan tracks, which manifest into physical defects or pores within
a 3D build. These effects may include balling or humping phenomena
caused by Rayleigh-plateau instability in the liquid melt pool [14],
which may incur localized lack-of-fusion defects caused by insufficient
re-melting of adjacent or sub surface scan tracks [15]. Keyholing phe-
nomena is another thoroughly studied and known contributor to por-
osity [13,16,17]. Keyholing occurs due to rapid vaporization of the li-
quid metal, which incurs a recoil pressure and associated depression in
the liquid surface. At times, this vapor depression can collapse, causing
pore entrapment. Further details and review on keyhole phenomena are
provided in Section 1.5.

1.3. Melt Pool Radiant Emission Monitoring in LPBF

Although Rayleigh-plateau instability or formation of a keyhole are
not deterministic predictors of defect formation, the reviewed research
has shown strong physical relationships, and therefor likely correlation.
For this reason, there is extensive ongoing research into process mon-
itoring, and in particular, melt pool monitoring (MPM), which aims to
employ in-situ sensors to the AM process to predict and identify po-
tential melt pool instabilities and resulting defects. Co-axial MPM is
now broadly applied in commercial LPBF systems [18–20], and in-
corporate various combinations of radiometric detectors or cameras
that are optically aligned with the processing laser to continually cap-
ture the radiant emission from the high-temperature, incandescing melt
pool within the sensor field of view. Co-axial MPM can be incorporated
into a variety of process monitoring or control modalities [21].

Photodetectors are low cost, have high temporal bandwidth
(> 100 kHz), and enable relatively simple implementation. High speed
cameras, on the other hand, are more expensive, typically lower
bandwidth (< 20 kHz), more difficult to implement, but offer much
richer information through both temporal and spatial data. However,
despite incorporation in commercial systems and broad research ac-
tivities, design of these systems vary (camera field of view, spatial re-
solution, wavelength, frame rates or sampling rates, exposure or in-
tegration time, etc.) [22], as well as the image or signal processing
algorithms. For example, Craeghs et al. [23] and more recent associated
work by Kolb et al [24,25], utilized camera parameters causing a sa-
turated melt pool image in which size parameters (length, width, area)
are extracted as image features. Others choose to not saturate the

camera, which essentially measures the hottest portion of the melt pool
including the vapor depression, as opposed to the melt pool solidifi-
cation boundaries [26].

Due to the relatively small size of the LPBF melt pool top surface (on
the order of a square mm or less for single tracks [27]) the total
hemispherical emissive power governed by the Stefan-Boltzmann law,
results in only a few watts of emitted power. This is even a perfect
emitter (ε=1), and includes emission at all wavelengths in all direc-
tions. The emissive power that co-axial MPM instruments observe is far
less than the total amount emitted by the melt pool. This is primarily
due to 1) the finite solid angular subtense (or entendue) defined by the
numerical aperture or f-number and 2) typically limited spectral
bandwidth defined by the spectral sensitivity of the detector and any
added spectral filters. However, the laser energy impingent on the melt
pool is on the order of hundreds of watts, and it may be expected that
the reflected laser energy would be on the same order, assuming the
liquid metal melt pool surface is relatively reflective.

Measurement of laser absorption has been used to study laser pro-
cessing, and can generally be divided into calorimetric methods or
optical methods [3]. Calorimetric methods yield a singular (non-dy-
namic) energy value at a specified laser processing condition (beam
shape, laser power, scan speed, etc.). Optical methods provide time-
resolved measure of the reflected laser light via photodetector through
an integrating sphere, which removes directional dependence of the
reflection. Simonds et al. and Deisenroth et al. provided both calori-
metric and optical methods, which enabled direct comparison of the
dynamic and calorimetric laser absorption [5,10]. Allen et al. provided
a direct observation of the relationship between laser absorption and
keyhole depression depth [11]. Absorption was measured with laser
reflectometer described in [5], and similar to that discussed in this
paper and in [10]. Keyhole depth was measured using an inline co-
herent imaging system.

1.4. Relationship between Absorbed Laser Power and Melt Pool Emission

Measurement of the dynamic absorption (or reflection) of the laser
energy can provide great insight into the transient melt pool physics.
Accurate, and absolute measurements of energy balance can provide
relational measurements to support development of multiphysics si-
mulations. Also, they may elucidate the physical relationship between
more common co-axial MPM methods measuring melt pool radiant
emission, and the physical melt pool phenomena that generate them to
improve design of the instrumentation or signal processing methods.

Kirchoff’s law of thermal radiation states that the emittance (ε) and
absorptivity (α) of an opaque surface at a given wavelength and tem-
perature are equal. Additionally, the emittance is relatable to the re-
flectance (ρ):

ε = α=1-ρ (2)

In reality, these parameters depend on surface temperature, surface
roughness, wavelength, incident angle, and polarization of the light (i.e.
Fresnel equations) [28]. However, this equation is provided for the
theoretical applications in this paper.

A photodetector or camera pixel in a co-axial MPM system can be
considered a radiometer. A simplified model for radiometer signal Srad,
for a linear sensor, is that it is proportional to the surface emittance ε,
the area of the emitting surface A, and the temperature dependent
spectral radiance (Lλ(T), e.g., Planck’s law) integrated over the spectral
bandpass of the system. Depending on the temperature range and
spectral bandpass, this can be approximated as a power law function of
temperature to some nth power, where n may range from 4 to 10 or
higher for visible or near-infrared wavelengths and high temperatures
[29].

Srad ∝ ε A ∫ Lλ(T) dλ ≈ ε A Tn (3)
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A laser reflectometer, based on integrating sphere design, can also
be described by a simplified model, where signal Sref is proportional to
the surface reflectance ρ times the input laser power Pin. Incorporating
Equation (1), this may also be written in terms of surface emittance, ε :

Sref ∝ ρPin = (1- ε) Pin (4)

Assuming Sref is measured over a narrow waveband around the laser
wavelength, this signal is largely unaffected by the comparatively low
radiant thermal emission, as discussed in Section 1.3. Note that in
Equation (4), there is no term related to the size or area of the melt
pool, nor temperature of the melt pool. Although there is an emittance
term, the normal spectral emittance of liquid metals are known to be
relatively insensitive to temperature [30], therefore the reflectometer
signal in Eq. (4) may be considered relatively insensitive to melt pool
surface temperature as well. In contrast, the radiometer signal in (3)
may be considered highly sensitive to temperature and melt pool area.

The highest temperatures of a melt pool surface occur in and around
the laser interaction, which also coincides within the vapor depression
or keyhole, though not necessarily co-aligned [31,32]. The peak surface
temperature is ultimately limited by evaporative heat loss and con-
vective heat removal in the molten pool [6,33], however it is speculated
that superheating may occur with liquid metal surface temperature
exceeding the boiling temperature [33,34].

1.5. Melt Pool Morphology and Keyhole Phenomenon

The vapor depression increases in depth with increasing laser en-
ergy density primarily due to vaporization and recoil pressure [35,36].
This increasing depth is assisted by increased Marongoni convection
within the molten pool [37]. As the depression deepens, it may form a
‘keyhole cavity’. Other thermocapillary forces within the liquid melt
counteract the effect of recoil pressure on forming the vapor depression,
such that under certain conditions, these combating effects can cause
periodic oscillations in the cavity [5].

Different definitions exist for threshold when the depression be-
comes a ‘keyhole’, such as when the melt pool peak temperature
reaches boiling [16], when the keyhole depth (L) to width (ϕ) ratio
(R=L/ϕ) becomes greater than or equal to one [38], when the de-
pression shape causes multiple internal reflections of the laser [11], or
when the transverse cross-sectional dimensions of the solidified melt
pool width (w) and depth (d) result in a ratio 2d/w>1, becoming
elongated instead of semi-circular [39]. Fabbro et al. demonstrated a
laser welding keyhole model for an assumed cylindrical keyhole shape
with ratio that is solely based on processing conditions (power, speed,
and spot size) and material properties [38]. Their model assumes key-
hole width is approximately equal to the laser spot D4σ diameter d,
which is demonstrated as a realistic assumption based on LPBF in-situ
observations using high speed X-ray imaging [40–42]. As mentioned,
the integrated emittance at the opening of a cylindrical cavity increases
and approaches unity as the depth/width ratio increases. Saunders

Fig. 1. Schematic of the relative effects of melt pool vapor depression morphology on the laser reflectance and monitored optical emission from the melt pool.
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provided a model for integrated emittance at the opening of a cylind-
rical cavity, ε0, which is re-written in terms of the depth to diameter
ratio R, and εs is the emittance of the internal cavity surfaces [43]:

= − −
−ε ε R1 (1 )(2 )s0

2 (5)

When written in terms of R=L/ϕ, this equation shows that the
effective cavity emittance approaches unity as the depth-squared (L2)
increases and diameter-squared (ϕ 2) decreases. Note that the analytical
formulation of Equation (5) depends on an assumed high εs and R va-
lues, which for a melt pool will occur as the keyhole depression be-
comes relatively deep. However, this model is presented to give the
reader an idea of the potential functional relationship between cavity
depth ratio, and effective emittance at the cavity opening. Similarly,
Allen et al. demonstrated the functional relationship between keyhole
cavity shape and laser absorption using a ray tracing model and two
simplified keyhole cavity models [11]. The absorption model and
measurement results from Allen et al. showed a very similar functional
form to Equation (5), but in terms of absorption rather than emittance.
However, this supports the hypothesized absorption/emittance
equivalence presented in Equation (2).

1.6. Summary and Goals of Investigation

With this theoretical work in keyhole shape evolution and related
emittance of cavities, the following theory is developed relating laser
power reflection and absorption, monitored melt pool emission, and
melt pool vapor depression morphology. As shown in Fig. 1, for a melt
pool exhibiting conduction mode and a shallow depression, the re-
flected laser energy will be relatively high, absorbed laser energy low,
and the surface emittance low due to Eq. (1). This is considering that
spectral emittance at the radiometer wavelength (520 nm in this paper)
and laser wavelength (1070 nm) are similar or vary proportionally with
changes in the melt pool depression shape. A co-axial MPM radiometer
or camera will measure a relatively low signal due to the low emittance
of the liquid melt pool surface when in conduction mode.

When in keyhole mode, the melt pool morphology will exhibit a
deeper depression or cavity. This results in a higher effective emittance,
lower reflectance, and assuming the surface temperature of the melt
pool in the keyhole is similar to that in conduction mode (e.g., at or
slightly above the boiling/ vaporization temperature), the co-axial
MPM radiometer will observe a brighter spot or higher signal.

By simultaneously measuring the reflected laser energy and the
emitted energy, we may be able to distinguish the relative effect of melt
pool surface morphology on the co-axial MPM system. Note again that
in Equations (3) and (4) that the co-axial MPM photodetector or camera
is likely much more sensitive to surface temperature changes than the
reflectometer. In other words, the dynamic laser reflection is relatively
independent of surface temperature, whereas the co-axial MPM camera
or photodetector is dependent.

One caveat to this analysis is if there are potentially secondary
phenomena related to the metal vapor plume. The hot, incandescing
plume may affect the co-axial MPM signal described in Equation (3) by
emitting light in addition to that from the melt pool surface, thereby
adding additional measured signal [44]. It may affect the laser re-
flectometer signal described in Equation (4) by absorbing or scattering
the laser light, thereby reducing the measured signal [45], and equating
to a higher measured Pabs. This scattering or absorption is most attri-
butable to the condensation of vaporized metal into small particles on
the order of tens of nanometers in size [45–47].

If the plume scatters but does not absorb the laser light this will
change the laser power distribution and energy density, making a
cooler melt pool. Based on Fig. 1, this will decrease Pabs (assuming the
laser total laser energy still reaches the surface), and decrease photo-
detector signal (e.g., the dynamic laser absorption and melt pool
emission will be coupled). If the plume absorbs but does not scatter, this
will increase measured Pabs via the reflectometer, but decrease the

dynamic melt pool emission due to lowered laser energy density
reaching the melt pool (e.g., the dynamic laser absorption and melt pool
emission will be decoupled).

Based on these reviewed phenomena, observations can be made
using synchronous laser absorption and melt pool emission. The fol-
lowing objectives are thus laid out in this paper:

1) Measure dynamic laser reflectance and absorption and compare to
transient variation of surface structure along the scan tracks.

2) Compare and identify the relationship between dynamic laser ab-
sorption and coaxial MPM signals, and use this to infer the physical
melt pool phenomena that most relate to MPM signal.

3) Compare observations of time-integrated laser absorption measured
here to observations made via calorimetric methods reviewed in
literature.

4) Compare observations of dynamic laser absorption, melt pool cross-
section shape, and end-of-track surface profiles in relation to tran-
sition from conduction to keyhole mode.

2. Methods

2.1. Laser Reflectometer Design and Calibration

Reflected laser power was measured using a hemispherical re-
flectometer, shown in Fig. 2. The reflectometer consists of an aluminum
hemispherical shell with inside coated with PTFE powder, and floor
made of polished aluminum. Slots are made for laser to pass through
the shell and laser window and access the sample. The reflectometer is
mounted on the recoating platform of the NIST Additive Manufacturing
Metrology Testbed (AMMT) such that it can be moved and aligned [48].
Two silicon-based photodetectors (labeled Y+ and Y-) are mounted at
the approximate equator of the dome to limit reflection of the laser light
directly into detectors. These photodetectors had (1070 ± 5) nm
spectral bandpass filters to match the AMMT’s Yb:fiber laser wave-
length, in addition to neutral density filters with total optical density
(OD) of 2. The photodetectors are connected to two low-noise current
preamplifiers connected to a data acquisition system sampling at
100 kHz. More detailed description and images of the reflectometer
design can be found in [10].

Several trials were first attempted to set the proper optical density
(OD) of the neutral density (ND) filters and preamplifier gain settings
such that a readable signal could be achieved. The reflected laser power
was calibrated by scanning a defocused spot on a commercially made,
silver reflective mirror (ρAg=0.98307 at 1070 nm) at low power levels
of 50W and 65W so as not to damage the mirror. Since the mirror
reflectance is known, the measured reflected laser power is ρAg⋅Pin. The
time-averaged photodetector signal in [V] from the Y+ and Y- chan-
nels were measured, with detector noise of ≈ 0.5 % and drift 1 %.
Linear calibration functions relating reflected laser power to photo-
detector signals (Equation (4)) were determined for each channel.
Subsequent measurements utilize the average of the two photodetector
channels. After calibration, the reflected power measured by the
Y+ and Y- channels differed<1 % during the duration of a scan track,
indicating uniform reflectivity of the sphere internal surface, at least in
the vicinity of the reflected laser, and good optical integration.

2.2. Laser Reflectance-based Parameter Calculations

Simonds et al. calculated several parameters based on their in-
tegrating sphere measurements, which are repeated here in Equations
(6a-c) [5]. Here, Pin, Pref(t), and Pabs(t), are the input laser power, the
measured reflected laser power, and the calculated absorbed laser en-
ergy as described in Equation (1), all in units [W]. As mentioned in the
introduction, Pabs does not imply all laser energy absorbed into the melt
pool and substrate, but all laser power that has not been reflected and
measured by the hemispherical reflectometer.
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Absorbed Laser Power: Pabs(t) = Pin - Pref(t) (6a)

Dynamic Absorptance: η(t) = Pabs(t)/Pin(t) (6b)

Average Coupling Efficiency: η = ∫ η(t) dt (6c)

Note that the dynamic absorptance η(t), and its time-integrated
counterpart the average coupling efficiency η, are non-dimensional
parameters analogous to the absorptivity of the melt pool utilizing ca-
lorimetric methods, although secondary phenomena such as absorption
or scattering by the plume or energy loss through mass evaporation
would yield discrepancies in the two methods.

2.3. Laser Source and Melt Pool Monitoring System Design

Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the laser path, reflectometer, and one of
the melt pool monitoring optical paths (labelled MPM path) on the
AMMT. The AMMT uses a variable focus lens (located in the processing
laser path) to achieve a planar focus scan field and limit chromatic
aberrations that occur with f-theta lenses. The radiant melt pool emis-
sion is measured with a MPM photodetector with (520 ± 20) nm
spectral bandpass filter and sampled at 100 kHz. This path also includes
a high-speed MPM camera, though results from the camera will be
described in future publications.

The laser power, dynamic focusing lens, and galvo-scanner mirrors
are controlled via a FPGA-based DIO controller that ensures synchro-
nous control of all systems [48]. Data acquisition of the melt-pool
monitoring photodetector, reflectometer photodetectors, as well as
galvo-scanner position encoders and laser power monitoring are syn-
chronized to the same clock.

2.4. Experiment Design and Process Parameters

The laser spot size was 62 μm (D4σ diameter) at the substrate sur-
face. The beam waist, equating to a 41 μm D4σ minimum spot size, was
set below the build plane, which has been shown to cause a deeper melt

pool than if the waist is positioned above the surface [49]. An inert Ar
gas flow passed into the reflectometer at approximately 25 l/min. Nine
laser power levels were tested at one scan speed, with each power level
repeated for three tracks on a nickel alloy 625 (IN625) substrate. Tracks
were scanned in sets of three, each in the same direction, with laser
power turned on or off when at a constant scan velocity. The laser
switching rise time (5 % to 95 % power) and fall time was previously
measured to be 57 μs and 56 μs (± 5 μs), respectively [50]. Each set of
tracks was repeated at another location with (60 ± 10) μm layer of
powder spread using the stainless steel recoater mechanism, and height
checked using a laser profilometer affixed to the recoater (instrument
accuracy ≈±0.5 μm). Scan tracks were 12mm long to ensure steady
state is reached [51], and spaced 500 μm to ensure limited effect of
powder denudation or reheating of adjacent tracks [8]. Table 1 pro-
vides pertinent material and process parameters.

2.5. Ex-situ Track Characterization

High resolution optical micrographs as well as scanning laser con-
focal measurements of the track topography were taken of each track
after fabrication. Methods and equipment used largely mirror that de-
scribed in Ricker et al. [52]. The tracks were characterized with a Zeiss
LSM 800 confocal scanning laser microscope (CLSM). This instrument
was used for wide-field, white light, and scanning laser (405 nm) illu-
mination of a surface, and the compiling of stitched, and high depth of
field images, from tiled (field of view incrementally stepped in the x or
y directions), and stacked (fixed field of view incrementally stepped in
the z direction) images. Using widefield illumination, bright field
images of the entire length of all the tracks were compiled from tiles
taken with a 5x apochromatic objective with numerical apertures (NA)
of 0.13. Additional bright field images were acquired of select tracks,
and areas, using a 20x/0.22 NA apochromatic objective. The topo-
graphy of the entire length of select tracks was measured using the
scanning laser topographic analysis mode of this instrument, and a 20x/
0.70 NA apochromat lens optimized for use with 405 nm laser

Fig. 2. Left: Computer model of the hemispherical reflectometer mounted to the recoater arm on the AMMT. Right: Cutaway images in the transverse and long-
itudinal direction showing location of photodetectors and laser beam path.
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illumination. The resulting image stacks of reflected laser intensity data
were converted into surface position data and analyzed using the image
acquisition, analysis, and surface metrology software designed for use
with this instrument (Zeiss ZEN 2.3 and Zeiss ConfoMaps ST 7.4, the
Zeiss integrated version of Digital Surf’s MountainsMap software).

After top surface microscopy and topography, the single-track parts
were sectioned (perpendicular to the track scanning direction, about
2.5 mm away from the end of each track) using a precision sectioning
saw with a diamond wafering blade of 0.4 mm thickness to prepare
metallographic samples. The sectioned samples were then cold
mounted in epoxy and, once hardened, the metallographic samples
were polished using a common manual polishing machine with 240,
320, 600, 800, and 1200 grit papers in that sequence. Afterwards, the
samples were further fine-polished with 9 μm and then 3 μm diamond
paste to achieve scratch-free surface for etching. Then, electro-etching
was carried out to the samples in a solution consisting of 170mL of
H3PO4, 10 mL H2SO4 and 15 g CrO3 at 5 V for 5 s to 7 s, enough to
reveal the melt pool boundary when observed by optical microscopy.
The melt pool depth and width of each single-track case were measured
using an optical microscope with a calibration slide.

3. Results

3.1. Dynamic Measurements

3.1.1. Dynamic Reflected Laser Power
Fig. 4 plots the dynamic reflected laser energy for each scan track

for both bare plate and single-layer powder samples. Overall, the re-
flected laser power on the powder substrate was lower, had greater
temporal variation, and mean values at each input laser power setting

generally varied less compared to the solid substrate. Reflected laser
power measured on the solid substrate ranged from ≈ 15W to 60W,
whereas that measured on the single layer powder surface ranged from
≈ 5W to 50W.

Some input laser power settings exhibited highly unstable reflected
laser power signals, with distinct peaks and apparently aperiodic be-
havior (Fourier analysis was performed with no significant spectral
peaks). These fluctuations largely occurred in the input laser power
range of 80W to 120W and were much more prominent in the bare
surface measurements.

3.1.2. Dynamic Absorptance η(t) and Comparison to Melt Pool Monitoring
Using Equation (6a), the dynamic absorbed laser power is calculated

and demonstrated in Fig. 5. It is observed that while the reflected laser
power is relatively consistent in Fig. 4, the absorbed laser power in
Fig. 5 increases with the applied laser power and the transient features
are inversed. The dynamic absorptance is then calculated using Equa-
tion (6b). Features in the dynamic absorptance are similar but inverse
to those made for the dynamic reflected laser power in Fig. 4. That is,
the powder generally exhibited higher absorption than the bare plate,
the powder exhibited greater temporal variation, and tracks on the bare
metal surface between 80W and 120W showed aperiodic and distinct
fluctuations. These 80W to 120W tracks occur at the keyhole transition
region, whereas the 50W and 65W exhibited conduction mode, and
power levels of 150W and above exhibited keyhole mode, which will
be shown in section 3.2. However, these fluctuations demonstrate that
transition between modes may occur in an unstable manner during
track formation.

Comparing the co-axial MPM photodetector vs. the dynamic ab-
sorptance results in an interesting relationship, particularly for tracks

Fig. 3. Computer model of the heating laser path (from right), the reflectometer (bottom), and the co-axial melt pool monitoring (MPM) path.

Table 1
Materials and process parameters used in laser absorption measurements

Material Process Parameters

Substrate Material In625, annealed Scan Speed 500 mm/s
Substrate prep Ground, 600 grit sand Laser Power 50, 65, 80, 100, 120, 150, 200, and 300 W
Powder Material In625, Ar atomized Spot Size (D4σ) 62 μm
Powder Size Distribution (D10,D50,D90) (16.4, 30.6, 47.5) μm Environment Ar purge

Powder Layer Thickness 60 μm
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made on the bare metal surface between 65W and 150W that exhibited
aperiodic, nonstationary fluctuations, as highlighted in Fig. 6. At dif-
ferent periods, it appears the dynamic absorptance and signal measured
by the co-axial photodetector appear highly coupled. These periods are
manually highlighted in yellow in Fig. 6, and time periods of zero laser
power between tracks removed. This coupling is particularly strong for
the 80W power level, where signals are highly coupled for the entire
duration of each of the three tracks. For the single powder layer, these
correlations in temporal domain were not evident. Computation of the
cross-correlation in the time domain of the normalized photodetector
signal and dynamic absorptance for the powder layer sample did not
yield a strong correlation.

From the 80W bare plate example, as well as others indicating the
aperiodic fluctuations, it is shown that under certain conditions, the
dynamics of the melt pool emissions monitored by the coaxial photo-
detector are highly correlated to the absorbed laser energy from the
vicinity of the melt pool.

It appears the fluctuations are due to instability in the melt pool
surface morphology. When compared side-to-side, and scaled vs. time
using the scan speed of 500mm/s, Fig. 7 shows that when the melt pool
is absorbing more laser energy and more brightly radiating visible light,
the tracks are wider, and the vapor depression likely deeper. When the
melt pool is more reflecting and dimmer, the track is narrower, and the
vapor depression likely shallower. Similar observations were made on
the other tracks exhibiting aperiodic instabilities, but not for powder
surface.

These observations indicate that these fluctuations are likely stem-
ming from instability in the melt pool vapor depression at the onset of
keyholing. Note that although these fluctuations were evident in the
bare plate tracks, they were not as readily evident in the powder sur-
face, as other fluid effects in the melt pool such as particle wetting or
entrapment would further disturb the track formation. Simonds et al.
observed similar fluctuations in the static laser coupling tests, which
exhibited very periodic behavior attributed to the battling forces of

Fig. 4. Dynamic reflected laser power vs. applied laser power and vs. time for a bare IN625 substrate and single layer of IN625 powder. The three distinct signal
regions in the time axis come from the three scan tracks repeated at each laser power setting.

Fig. 5. Dynamic absorbed laser power for bare plate (top) and single layer of powder (bottom). Sections of time between scan tracks are removed.
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recoil pressure opening the vapor cavity, and surface tension closing it
[5]. Laser light scattering within the plume could also be the cause of
this instability, which may effectively cause varying laser energy dis-
tribution on the melt pool surface [46,47]. Whether this phenomenon is
attributable to melt pool fluid dynamics or laser-plume interaction
cannot be proven here. However, based on the discussion in Section 0,
this indicates that melt pool radiant emission monitoring via photo-
detector is more related to the melt pool surface morphology as op-
posed to temperature fluctuations, under these processing conditions.
The reflectometer-based measurements are independent of tempera-
ture, but the MPM photodetector signal is highly correlated. This is
further verified in the time-integrated laser absorption and MPM pho-
todetector measurements, which average out the temporal fluctuations,
but show broader trends commensurate with the melt pool shape and
depth.

3.2. Time-Integrated Measurements

3.2.1. Average Coupling Efficiency and Photodetector Signal
Average coupling efficiency is calculated from the laser re-

flectometer signals using Equation (6c) and shown in Fig. 8. Ad-
ditionally, the MPM photodetector signal is integrated vs. time and
divided by the total time period ignoring periods when the laser is off,
yielding the average signal.

Despite the surface instabilities on the bare surface substrate that
elicited corresponding fluctuations in the laser reflectometer and MPM
photodetector signal, the time-integrated measurements of laser cou-
pling yielded similar results to those observed by other researchers
using calorimetric methods under LPBF conditions, summarized in the
following:

1) For the bare plate scans, there is a slight short drop in coupling at

Fig. 6. Dynamic absorptance (η(t)) vs. photodetector (PD) signal measured on the bare plate substrates (no powder). Sections of time between scan tracks are
removed. Portions of each plot are highlighted in yellow to show sections of time where the dynamic absorptance and photodetector signal appear to be strongly
coupled. Tracks on bare metal at laser power at and above 200W showed no such relationship, nor did any measurements on the single-layer powder surfaces.
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low laser power, followed by a transition region of increasing ab-
sorption, and finally a stabilization in the keyholing regime [2].

2) At low power, the absorption on powder surface is about twice
higher than on the bare metal surface (observed on 316 L steel by
[1]). Above some power threshold, the powder and bare-plate ab-
sorption approaches the same values.

3) For bare plate scans on IN625, at 500mm/s scan speed and laser
spot size of 57 μm (slightly smaller than 65 μm used in this paper),
calorimetric methods showed transition to keyhole mode at around
90W [2].

In their calorimetric approach, Ye et al. showed that IN625 (and
other metals) reached a peak absorptivity of 0.7 [2], whereas Fig. 9
shows a peak value of average coupling efficiency (an analogous
measure) of 0.9, at very similar laser scan conditions. Multiple factors
may contribute to these different values, both phenomenology or
stemming from differences in experiment conditions. For example, if
laser energy is absorbed or scattered by the plume and not transmitted
to the workpiece, it would yield a lower absorptivity measured via
calorimeter, but a higher coupling efficiency measured via laser re-
flectometer. However, this affect cannot be concluded here without
simultaneous measurement and comparison of both methods, such as in

[5], who applied a correction factor attributed to energy transfer due to
mass loss.

The time-integrated MPM photodetector signal, also shown in
Fig. 8, demonstrates markedly similar trends to the average coupling
efficiency. This shows that although there were periods of track in-
stability on the bare surface as demonstrated in Section 3.1.2, these did
not have a great effect on the overall, time-integrated nature of the laser
coupling as a function of laser power. Fig. 9 shows the relationship
between coupling efficiency and the time-integrated MPM photo-
detector signal for both bare surface and single-layer powder.

The dynamic absorption and MPM measurements in Section 3.1
showed that specific instances of melt pool instability may be observed
on a bare plate, but not on powder surfaces, thereby not yielding rea-
listic localized or point-defect monitoring. However, Fig. 9 indicates
that time-averaging or lowpass filtering of dynamic laser coupling or
MPM may be a good indicator of melt pool conditions. Kawahito et al.
demonstrated a linear relationship between keyhole depth measured
via X-ray imaging and laser absorption measured via calorimetry in
laser welding [31]. Given the high linear correlation in Fig. 9, it goes to
reason that the MPM photodetector signal is primarily affected by the
melt pool surface morphology, and less so to the temperature. As de-
scribed in Section 0, the absorption (and emittance) are primarily

Fig. 7. Example from the first track of the 80W, bare plate scan showing track surface features correlated to the aperiodic fluctuations observed in the dynamic laser
absorptance η(t) and radiant energy measured by the MPM photodetector (PD Signal). Absorptance and photodetector temporal data is converted to spatial using the
constant scan speed of 500mm/s.

Fig. 8. Average laser coupling efficiency, η, compared the average MPM photodetector signal Srad on bare plate and single layer powder surfaces. Error bars represent
+/- one standard deviation of the temporal variation of the signal.
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related to vapor depression or keyhole. Conversely, the photodetector
signal is highly nonlinearly related to the surface temperature, ac-
cording to Equation (2). Ex-situ measurements also indicate that
average MPM photodetector signal is related to vapor depression depth.

3.3. Ex-Situ Measurements

Although the transition from conduction mode to keyhole mode
may be observed from the trends in laser coupling efficiency measured
in Fig. 8, other definitions of the conduction-to-keyhole transition are
based shape measurements of the melt pool transverse cross-sections.
The melt pool depth is a strong indicator of keyhole-mode transition,
although it is the formation of a deep vapor-depression in the melt pool
which truly indicates keyholing. At the end of a track when the laser
turns off, this depression may solidify before the melt pool liquid sur-
face fully fills the vapor depression, sometimes entrapping pores [35],
and usually forming a depression in the solidified surface [52]. This
section compares the melt pool transverse cross-sections and end-of-
track depression topography to 1) compare cross-section based defini-
tion of keyhole mode transition to laser absorption and 2) test if end-of-
track depression measurements may provide a corollary indicator of
keyhole mode transition.

Fig. 10 demonstrates the measured transverse cross-sections of each
track formed on the single-layer of powder. Cross-section shapes for the
bare metal surface were very similar, but with lower top surface bead
heights. Fig. 11 gives the measured track widths, depths, and shape
ratio 2d/w, where indication of keyhole mode is sometimes defined as
when 2d/w>1 [39].

Cross-sections verified that transition to keyhole likely occurred
around 100W assuming a threshold at 2d/w>1. More precisely, this
occurred at approximately 97W for bare plate and 106W for powder,
using linear interpolation between measurement points.

Track surface confocal microscopy results show frozen melt pool
depth vs. laser power at end of track for bare plate scans, and relate to
track depth observed in previous section. A subset of measurements of
end-of-track frozen depressions on the bare plate scans are shown as
pseudo-color 3D height maps in Fig. 12.

Fig. 13 shows the measured end-of-track frozen depression profiles
as well as measured width and depth geometry. Frozen depression
depth was measured via transverse and longitudinal directions. For
laser power below 120W, the transverse and longitudinal depth values
agreed. Above 120W, the frozen depression reaches a maximum. Some
of the frozen melt pool depth measurements were different in the
transverse vs. longitudinal direction. The longitudinal profile lines were
made at the approximate centerline of the track, which may not in-
tersect the minimum point determined in the transverse cross-sections.

Also to note, the frozen melt pool depth measurements tended to
stabilize above approximately 100W to 120W, similar to the point
where conduction to keyhole mode melting was observed via laser

absorption and melt pool emission measurements in Section 3.2.1.
However, it is more likely this is a coincidence than evidence of con-
duction to keyhole mode transition. It was mentioned in the introduc-
tion that high speed X-ray imaging methods have demonstrated that the
keyhole depression depth follows near the bottom of the liquid melt
pool depth [40–42]. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 showed that the solidified melt
pool depth increased monotonically with laser power. At a certain
threshold depth of the keyhole cavity, the surface tension forces in the
liquid melt pool are strong enough to effectively cause the keyhole
cavity to collapse before rapid solidification, thereby causing a ‘max-
imum’ depth of the frozen end-of-track depression. A similar phe-
nomena was observed by Simonds et al., where the keyhole depression
would collapse then reopen in a very periodic manner due to the sta-
tionary laser position in their laser absorption tests [5].

4. Discussion

Measurement of reflected laser energy is demonstrated as valuable
tool for investigating the melt pool energy transport mechanisms.
However, this measurement alone cannot distinguish other thermal
energy absorbed by the substrate, latent heat during metal evaporation,
or thermal losses through mass transfer due to spatter.

Process parameters used in this paper, especially the scan speed of
500mm/s, were selected to be a direct comparison to Ye et al. [2].
However, for IN625, nominal scan speeds used on a commercial ma-
chine are on the order 1000mm/s, which Ye et al. did demonstrate has
an effect of reducing the absorbed laser energy (measured via calori-
metry). The similarities between the reviewed calorimetric methods
and the time-integrated laser reflection measurements made here in-
dicate similar trends would would be expected. However, this will be
confirmed in future studies.

In the introduction, we discussed how melt pool radiant emission
measurement via camera or photodetector is linearly related to source
(melt pool) area, and logarithmically sensitive to temperature in
Equation (3). In contrast, the reflected laser energy measurement in
Equation (4) is insensitive to source area or temperature. However,
both measures are sensitive to the relative emittance of the source,
which we propose is related to the melt pool’s surface morphology
defined by the laser-induced vapor depression (see cavity emittance
model in Equation (5)). The transient and time-integrated correlations
between reflected laser energy, MPM photodetector signal, melt pool
cross-section shape, and frozen end-of-track shape support this hy-
pothesis. Additionally, this supports the hypothesis that co-axial MPM
via photodetector is more sensitive to melt pool surface morphology
than temperature. However, the potential for plume interaction and
scattering of laser light is not accounted for in this study and may have
affected the transient correlation. This effect will be studied in future
experiments.

While the transient photodetector signal, laser absorption, and

Fig. 9. Correlation between average photodetector signal and average coupling efficiency for bare plate tracks (left image) and single layer of powder (right image).
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surface features appeared to correlate in time for certain scan tracks and
laser power, this was not always the case, and certainly not observable
in the single-layer powder tests. However, time-integrated measure of
laser absorption and photodetector signal did show good correlation.
This indicates that these transient measurements may not be adequate
for point-defect detection (or finding defects at specific point in time or
space), but averaged or filtered signal metrics and a statistically based

definition of build quality may be more appropriate.

5. Conclusions

A hemispherical reflectometer was used on a laser powder bed fu-
sion (LPBF) testbed which used filtered photodetectors calibrated to
measure the time-resolved reflected laser energy from the melt pool.

Fig. 10. Melt pool cross-sections for each track scanned on single-layer of powder. Tracks on bare plate showed very similar size and shape, with less pronounced
‘bump’ above the substrate surface.

Fig. 11. Melt pool cross-section measurement results for single-layer powder (left) and bare plate (right) showed similar values. For both cases, cross-section shape
ratio 2 w/d>1 (one definition of transition to keyhole mode) occurred at approximately 100W laser power.
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This was synchronized to a melt pool monitoring (MPM) photodetector
optically aligned with the laser. Single track tests were conducted on
IN625 bare surface and single layer of powder.

Features were observed where dynamic laser absorption appeared
highly coupled to the MPM photodetector signal when scanning on bare
metal surface. These fluctuations were spatially correspondent to fluc-
tuations observed on the solidified scan track. Similar fluctuations were
not observed in the sensor signals nor surface morphology for the tracks
made on single powder layer.

For both bare metal and single-layer powder tests, the time-in-
tegrated average laser coupling efficiency was linearly correlated to the
time-integrated signal from the MPM photodetector, indicating a strong
physical relationship between the absorbed laser energy and the radiant
emission from the melt pool. The transition from conduction mode to
keyhole mode was marked by an increase in average coupling at a range
of laser power levels, which was further exemplified via melt pool
cross-section shape analysis, as well as topography of the end-of-track
solidified depression depth.

Based on these observations, we conclude that a MPM photo-
detector signal is more related to surface morphology or keyhole de-
pression formation than temperature or size of the melt pool. This stems
from the discussed relationships between absorption, emittance, and
keyhole depth, and that laser absorption or coupling is insensitive to
both melt pool temperature and surface area. However, it was observed
that MPM photodetector signal was highly correlated to the average
coupling efficiency, which in turn, was observed to be correlated to the
melt pool morphology.
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